
A Parody in Three Acts: A Night in the
Life of Andre (yes, that Andre…sorta)

Shhh, don’t tell Andre but I kind of wrote a bit of a parody of/with/about 
him…  It’s just a load of silly fluff, but hell, we all gotta laugh at some point, 
right? As always it’s unbeta’d, but at least it’s complete in 3 parts.  (It was also
written in about 2 hours, so don’t expect literary genius – it’s just a bit of 
stupidity to lighten up our day.)

RIGHT?

Right.

YOU explain that to him if he finds out.

IF…

Anyway, parody on, my wayward friends…parody on…

•~•0•~•



Disclaimer:  This is a work of fanfiction created solely because the writer has an imagination
and she likes to use it.  Sadly Meridian has not and will not derive any income from this or any
of her other fanfaction works and is unfortunately in no way affiliated with The Price is Right,
Charlaine  Harris,  HBO,  True  Blood,  or  any  of  their  subsidiaries,  accountants,  or  cleaning
crews, or people who make pottery or sequins or glitter or study law or anything else possibly
mentioned herein.  If she had been, Eric Northman's SVM Maker would never have been an
abusive masochistic twat, his TRUE MAKER Godric would never have been so very wastefully
killed off for absolutely no good reason whatsoever, and Eric and Sookie would have had a
decent HEA in both "the books" and in "the show".  Of course had that been the case, said writer
of this fanfiction would never have had to right (write) those wrongs in various and assorted
bouts of fanfiction fury.  So there; read and enjoy.

•~•0•~•



Act 1:

Andre studied the tall, dark, mysterious (ok, no, he was short and round and had
both a sweating and a  patchy-balding problem, but  no one wants  to  hear  that,
right?) prisoner hanging before him, and rolled his eyes mightily and with great
might.  The bad guy (because aren’t all  prisoners being tortured supposed to be
either villains or bad people or villainous bad people?) was whining as tortured
villainous  villains  are  wont  to  do,  blood  was  dripping  all  over  the  place  as
involuntarily-released blood was wont to do, he (Andre, but I suppose this could
apply to the villainous bad guy, too, if you want) was late for his lunch as he was
never wont to do, and he still hadn’t learned anything of importance as he…oh,
fuck it.

He sighed.

Then he sighed again because sighing was so 2014.

With  casual  cruelty  he  doused  the  writhing  short/tall  muscular/flabby
handsome/not handsome Were with a lightly-scented colloidal silver wash – the
one with the blue tint since the pink tint clashed horribly with Were blood – to stop
all that pesky, not to mention smelly, bleeding, and instructed his unpaid apprentice
– wait, they’re supposed to be called “interns” now, right? – to hose off the floor
and that one wall.

Fucking blood splatters.

Fully expecting his orders to be carried out forthwith and without delay, Andre
then stalked with purposeful stalkage (all the better to show his tight ass in the best
fashion possible) from Dungeon Room #4 (#s 1 and 3 were undergoing renovations
and #2 was currently occupied).

(Don’t ask.)

Once he reached the upper Dungeon level  where the cattle  were kept – actual
cattle, TYVM, not the human meals on heels (they were kept quarantined near the
kitchen, of course) – he stopped by and patted his favorite beauteous benevolent
bovine Bessie BoBo Bambina (BBBBBBB for short). She was a sweet old girl,



rescued/stolen  a  couple  years  ago  from  an  illegal  milking  and  photography
operation running impudently in downfuckingdown New fucking Orleans of all
fucking places.

The upper Dungeon level was perfect for her, and the donkey, and the goats, and
the sheep, and the chickens, and the rather rudely rapaciously randy red raccoon
also salvaged and/or rescued in recent years.

No one discussed the squirrels.

The squirrels never happened, got it?

As the Palace was built on what N.O. considered a “hill”, the upper Dungeon level
was actually partially above-ground on the one side – no, not that one side, the
other one side – so it was easy to let the animals meander around on what used to
be a parking lot (but once the asphalt had been removed – ugh, what a muddy mess
that had been! – and grass seed had been slovenly and sedately sewn, eventually it
turned into a muddy field with a few blades of grass).

What squirrels?

Fresh grass was carried in nightly by a troop of vampires he’d personally selected
for that task. Their main qualification was that they didn’t run in the direction of
away quickly enough. Now they were known as The Grass Wranglers.

Other vampires laughed at them.

A lot.

Once he finished greeting the old girl  affectionately  and with affection,  Andre
continued onward to the kitchen. Normally he had his meals walk on their heels to
his quarters, well, not his  actual quarters, you understand, more like the quarters
where he entertained guests and meals on heels but not the one where he rested his
weary head come morning, but it was already half an hour past his feeding time
and he didn’t want to risk getting grumpy and/or malnourished, did he?

No, of course not.

Who wanted a grumpy Master Torturer?



No one, that’s who.

Once full, topped off, and burped, Andre strode manfully and with great purpose to
The Play Room. The great manful striding also showed off his tight ass to its best
angles and/or tightness.

The tight  leather  pants  did,  too,  but  they tended to chaff  his  inner  thighs,  and
chaffed inner thighs were fun for no man or vampire. Weres didn’t seem to mind it
so much, and no one cared enough to ask Fairies what they thought about inner-
thigh-chaffing.

Fairies were weird.

They popped in and out a lot and smelled like candy.

Vampires  didn’t  *eat*  candy, so  it  didn’t  matter  what  the  flighty  little  freaks
smelled like no matter who said what, but that popping nonsense was stupid and
made him wonder just how big fly swats came.

He might have to commission someone to make some really big fly swats.

Andre bet stupid fairies stupid inner thighs didn’t chaff, either.

Dammit.

Ahhh, his Play Room.

He loved his Play Room.

It was fully equipped with all the latest gadgetry, electronic and otherwise.

As he approached The Red Door – The Red Door that led to The Play Room, not
The Red Door that led to The Great Stairwell leading to the top floor of the Palace,
and no, not The Red Door that led to his Maker’s The Great Perfumery – the “The”
made no sense to him, but then, neither did his Maker – either, he’d have you know
– he paused for a long moment.

One should never enter one’s Play Room when one is in the wrong frame of mind,
oh no, one mustn’t.

Ever.



One must show proper and correct respect for one’s Play Room at all times.

Once appropriately in the appropriate frame of appropriate mind, Andre opened the
door firmly and purposefully with appropriately firm purpose.

He entered The Play Room and felt all the cares and concerns and stresses of the
night simply melt away.

Ahhh….

Torturing Weres was harder work than people wanted to admit, but he didn’t blame
them. People were dumb.

With a soothing roll of his massive shoulders Andre strode over to the changing
room,  the  room where  he,  you know, changed from his  “outside”  clothes  into
something “more comfortable”.

And just because he managed to keep from getting nasty little blood splatters on
his clothes in the Dungeon (the Lower one, you know) didn’t mean he’d be so
lucky in The Play Room.

Sometimes accidents *did* happen.

End Act 1



Act 2:

Andre gently closed The Red Door behind himself when he exited The Play Room
with a mighty, gusty (and gustily given) sigh of relieved accomplishment…or was
it accomplished relief?

Either way the fumes rising from the orifice below his stately nostrils were rank as
fuck and so he promptly popped a handy breath mint into his pretty, pretty mouth.

(Breath mint distribution devices were strategically placed beside each doorway –
the  same  way  hand  sanitizing  units  outnumber  nurses  in  hospitals  –  for  this
express purpose.  No, not that Andre’s breath was that horrid on a regular basis,
which it wasn’t, honest, but that vampire noses were just that sensitive and there
was just no telling which meal was going to ingest what products for their meal…
and you know what bad dietary decisions mortals tend to make especially when
they’re low on iron, have an especially grumbly tummy and are bored…)

Apparently his last meal had a hitherto unknown fondness for salmon.   Or was
that  turkey?  He  burped  again,  then  shrugged.  He  never  could  remember  the
difference.  He would see to her death forthwith, well, maybe the next night.

Some night.

Maybe.  He still had that annoying Were to tend to.

Andre then cast his eyes furtively and with great secrecy to the left, then to the
right,  then back to  the  left  again  before  stuffing  them back into  his  head and
stepping a foot forward.

One could never be too careful as the happenings in The Play Room behind The
Red Door were…private.

Intimate.

Personal.



No one talked about what had, or could have, or might have, or may have, or all
the previous listed + not have, happened.

Once The Red Door was closed, the discussion was over. Oh, you could still talk
all you wanted to about politics, religion, which way the toilet paper is supposed to
face in mortal bathrooms and whether it’s milk first or tea first in a cuppa, but you
would not discuss what goes on in The Play Room outside The Play Room with
someone who isn’t familiar with The Play Room.

What happens in The Play Room stays in the, well, there’s no Play Room in Vegas
so that cliché is useless…but you get the gist.

Or not.

After all, gists sometimes happen in…somewhere not named Vegas.

But not there.

(“The Play Room” is now being typed once more for the road because that phrase
hasn’t been overused nearly enough.)

(And no, we’re still not discussing The Squirrel Incident/s.)

Now, however,  it  was  time  for  Andre  to  report  to  his  Maker  for  their  nightly
briefing. Sophie-Anne (really, her name was Jane Doe – she was the original Jane
Doe, don’tcha know – but she always thought the name was too Plain Jane for her
hair coloring and the delicate shape of her ankles, so moments after she rose she
changed her name because that’s what future queens of Louisiana do) loved giving
briefs.

And boxers.

And thongs for tha ladies and g-strings for whoever wanted them.

She’d  even  been  known  to  pass  around  modified  granny-panties  (with  cotton
crotches and embellished with lace) to her favorites, but no one discusses that.

Comfort is a thing, yo.



The Queen, Herself, actually refused to wear butt floss, but she loved the way it
could be used to  lift  and define certain derrières…well,  that  was her  erstwhile
reasoning.

Not that those derrières needed it, you understand.

But tonight’s meeting wasn’t about that kind of brief, Andree quipped quippily to
himself with a very light blush.

Yes, he could/can/will blush – just don’t tell anyone. Willa wants to think she’s all
special and shit for retaining the ability to blush after her Turning in another story
I’m  writing  (The  Moon  <—artfully  casual  and  nicely  convenient  fic-name
dropping,  right?),  and while  the ability  to  retain the ability  to  blush ably after
Turning *is* a nice gift of sorts (for whom we’re still not sure), Andre doesn’t want
to rob her of any glory and/or fame, so yeah, don’t tell her.

(Unless she gets bitchy, in which case have at it, but she’s good folk so I doubt it’d
happen. Plus there’s the minor fact that Eric “The Fucking Viking” Northman kind
of *is* her Maker and, well, you REALLY don’t want to piss that mo’fo off…he’d
tear you a new one just by looking at you really, really hard, erm, meanly, yeah,
that’s what I meant: meanly. Ahem.  Oh, and then there’s…{ominous background
noise and/or theme-song} Sevrin to consider…)

And so  it  goes…oh,  wait,  wrong  fic…  Hang  on  whilst  I  bite  either  my  nail
(gross…fingernails  are  so  gross…) or  lip  ’cause  that’s  what  womenfolk  are
supposed to do when whatevering, right?

Oh, hell with it – So Andre left The Play Room and went to find his Maker for her
briefing – the info exchange kind, not the undie exchange kind – with his latest
project for her in his large, strong, masculine hand.

Andre knew his  gift  would be well-received.  Jane/Sophie-Anne’s such a  good
Maker – he knows that she absolutely loves it when he brings her something from
The Play Room!  She loves it when any of her Children make and/or bring her
pressies!  She does!  Oh yes she does!!

Random thought randomly placed from other character set at an inappropriate POV
time:  She thinks that it’s always fun when Sigebert makes her things in The Shop

https://addicted2godric.wordpress.com/the-moon-2/


Room, and although she can never quite figure out what the hell it is that Wybert
makes her – and she’ll be the first to admit that she has nary a clue as to where he
does his work – she loves it when he makes her…things…too!  She does!  Oh yes
she does!!

At least these nights they’re no longer making odd noises or emitting obnoxious
odors.

Usually.

Poor Wybert. He tries, though. He really does…

*obligatory moment of useless silence indicating understanding and/or sympathy*

Wybert  was  blessed  with  a  great  and  talented  tongue,  though.   That’s  what
originally brought him to Jane Sophie-Anne’s attention! He can whistle any tune
he’s ever heard in tri-part harmony!  Almost put ol’ Ludwig out of business back in
the day, erm, night, he did…

(Oh, yeah, um, we’re back to Andre’s POV now, btw, so…)

Andre, having continued stalking and walking (all the better to show off his tight
ass) during this meandering over Wybert and His Great and Talented Tongue, now
approached the annex of the Palace dedicated to various and assorted meetings,
briefings,  briefs,  chats,  assemblies,  assemblages,  gatherings,  get-togethers,
conferences, and the rare seminar.

Tonight’s briefing would be held in the Louis XIV suite – the Louis XIII now
being  considered  by  his  Maker  rather  too  gauche  to  tolerate  –  and  so  Andre
appropriately grasped with appropriate firmness the correct door knob and turned it
in  the  appropriate  direction  with  appropriate  suave-ness  with  his  large,  strong,
flexible, masculine hand.

(Translation: he opened the fucking door.)

After that, he walked in.

And yes, his ass was nice and tight.  He made sure of it.



And then,  with obvious fervor  and more  than a  few gesticulations  and a  right
flippant toss of his long  luscious Lucius blond hair, he sat down, even.

In a chair.

All by himself.

With great relish (minus the onions) he placed his most recent The Play Room
creation  proudly  on  the  long  conference  table  before  him,  and  waited  with
impatient patience for his Maker to notice and coo in obvious approval and joy.

Sadly she didn’t notice it immediately – therefore there was no cooing – as she was
still in her own quarters trying to decide which pair of undergarments she would
proudly don for this night’s briefing.

Eventually she remembered that this wasn’t a panty-brief kind of nightly briefing,
chose a random pair of panties appropriately and with appropriate care, then left at
vamp speed to speed vampily and in a blur to the appropriate conference-room
room.

Three steps into that most appropriate of rooms she came to a dead,  complete,
absolute, and sudden stop.

She gasped!

(Then  she  un-wedgied  herself…apparently  she’d  donned  too  quickly  her
underwear for the evening.  At least she was now certain that her ass-crack was
clean.)

There,  on  the gilded table  before  her  very  own Andre,  her  Master  Torturer  of
Torturous Fame and Profit, her shy boy of the Blood Brigade, sat the world’s most
perfect – the best ever turned, crafted, fired, glazed, and painted – ever-so-slightly
askew (and slightly wobbly) vampire-hand-made ash tray!

She swooned.

The perfection!

*Hey, every good mama knows they have to sometimes fake the love for things
made by their kids that they don’t actually love – the things, not the kids, although



it stands to reason that that would qualify, too, dammit.  So she might have faked
more than a little of her appreciation and enchantment with the crap her Children
have “bestowed” upon her over the years but that’s fine...Jane Sophie-Anne is a
good vampire mommy!*

Everyone, even Wybert who was only a little jealous, complimented Andre on his
uneven but brightly painted and/or artfully glazed and glitter-decorated handiwork.

(Glitter really is the herpes of the craft world.)

Sigebert soon after made a plan with his Broder-By-Turning (yeah, that’s what I
call Sigebert/Wybert and Andre in my other fics…it’s apropos) to go with him to
The Play Room the next night.  He loved arts and crafts, too, dammit, no matter
what they said.

He could squish balls (of clay!  of clay)  with the best of them!

Eventually the meeting adjourned and they all left, but not once did The Queen of
Queenly Things ever put down her brand glittery-new ash tray.

She was kind of afraid it might break.

End Act 2





Act 3:

Andre exited the briefless briefing with a skippity in his doo-da – he was greatly
and immensely and totally satisfied – happy, even – with his day’s handiwork:

 One set of nails buffed just so?  Check!

 One favorite T-Ball team advanced to their finals?  Check!

 Two Palace thieves caught?  Check!

 One missing favorite shoe found?  Check!

 One Were tortured? Check!

 Two meals swallowed? Check!

 One objet d’art/ashtray created and gifted to his Maker? Check!

 Two broders made jelly as fuck?  Check and Check!

BOOO-YEAH!

With a refined pep in  his  step – making his  tight  ass  even tighter, inner  thigh
chaffing or not – Andre sauntered down to the Fuck-n-Feed level.  There was a
new batch of ass in that night and It had been a while – at least three whole nights
– since he’d had a bout of raunchy-raunch in the ol’ sackity-sack, and his ass was
looking mighty fine that evening if he did say so himself.

And he did.

Often.

After all, mirrors don’t lie.

Fuckers couldn’t even speak, actually.



As he perused the night’s offerings with a cocky, arrogant, overly-confident li’l
smirky-smirk, he found himself (no magnifying glasses needed for that, TVYM!)
continually gesturing the ladies away. He was heartily sick and tired and bored and
sick and tired and, yeah, bored with O+…and B-…

For some reason B- always put him in a bad mood…

No, no O- or A-, either.  Ew.  (Yes, Andre, that Andre, says “ew”.)

Indigestion, you know.

With a sigh he finally nodded in reluctant approval of a little redhead filled with
what was described as AB+.

Andre shrugged.

He didn’t really  need a mood enhancer, but hell, why not…he’d never had that
particular pair of schwangin’ tits before.

She, Esmeralda  (nicknamed Ezzie, naturally) was a newbie to The Establishment
so when she saw that The Master Torturer – she knew him by sight because of the
posters scattered about the Palace and because of a short-lived and ill-fated and ill-
advised (failed) PR campaign by said Palace to boost his public perception (failed
because it  didn’t,  you know, work) – requested her presence for the night,  she
started lickin’ her lips and rockin’ her hips.

(Ok, so she’d worked in the Palace as a daytime maid and had heard…stories…
about Andre.)

She was gonna be in for a ***GOOD*** time tonight!!11!!  *wink emoticon…
heart emoticon…wink emoticon…heart emoticon…wink emoticon*

Andre, already in route to his not-private suite (the one where he entertained meals
and guests, not the one where he rested his weary head and tight ass), didn’t notice
the meal’s overly-swiveling hip problem or her unsecured-therefore-bouncing-all-
over-the-damn-place boob problem.

Nope, he missed the ponderous sight/s (and sounds…apparently overly-swiveling-
hips makes a sort of squeaking noise) as the had already turned around in front of



her and started walking away.  He made sure she got an appropriately full eye-full
of his appropriately-tight (and full, as in “not-lacking”) ass.

And she did.

She was all properly impressed and stuff.

Really.

.

.

.

Once they reached his not-quarters  (he with tight ass not-wiggling and she with
boobs and hips both wiggling – one of the Were maintenance workers wondered if
he should schedule  an exterminator to  come – he  feared there must  be a bug
infestation of some sort what with all that schwangin’ goin’ on), Andre keyed in the
super-duper super-private super-code – 156 digits long and punched in at vamp
speed  (not at vamp pressure since he’d learned the hard way about how much
pressure to use when punching in the super-duper super-private super-codey 156
numbers and had had to call in the security tech team at, like, 5am one morning
and it took them AN HOUR – A SOLID FUCKING HOUR – to wire in a new box…
dammit), he finally let her in to what she hoped would be her BRAND….NEW…..
CAR home.  (Sorry, The Price Is Right was on…)

(Remember, folks, spay and neuter your pets!)

With a gratified sigh Ezzie (Ok, so, her name was really Mary-Sue-Who’d-Do-You
but she had gotten tired of that name in 9th grade and started going by Ezzie but
nobody believed her and called her MSWDY anyway) perused the new location
eagerly, eagerly taking in the furnishings, eagerly looking at the curtains over the
non-existent windows, eagerly fingering the upholstery on the sofas, fondling the
couches,  caressing the divans,  petting the daybeds,  stroking the chairs  and just
plain feelin’ up the upholstery that was on one wall for some reason she wasn’t
eager to discover.



She then eagerly itemized the changes she eagerly wanted to make –  ottomans
were so 2014…sigh… – and finally noticed that he seemed to be waiting on her to
join him at the door to what she fervently and with much fervor hoped was…The
Bedroom.

The magic room.

The room where the magic would happen.

Ezzie had waited her whole entire life – all 21.268 years of it – for  this. very. 
moment.

Finally, her true cosmic purpose would be served – she would finally become some
high-class dick-ass’d vampire’s Play Toy and/or Bed Warmer.

She didn’t much care which.  HER TIME WAS NOW!!

Ezzie felt the moisture gathering at the apex of her thighs (they weren’t chafing
tonight, thankfully) and hoped she didn’t START chafing or leaving a trail of ‘gina
slime behind her or anything along those lines.  (She knew that one never knew
what was going to happen to the heroine’s girlie bits in a fanfic and was thus
emotionally prepared for just about anything, well, anything except that…)

(Or…that…  Even fanfic heroines had their limits, ya know…)

With an elegant shrug shrugged elegantly and with elegance, she and her swivelly
hips and uncontrollably bouncing boobs followed The Master Torturer (squeee!!!)
into The Bedroom.

The magic room.

The room where the magic would happen.

When he firmly closed the door behind her, she almost came in her nonexistent
butt floss.

Actually, she did. There was a whimper and then a groan, and a moan, and then a
whine  (remember  The  Nanny?) and,  yeah,  her  feet  squished  in  her  shoes
immediately thereafter.

Apparently lots of liquid must be involved in such things.



It was…not silent.  It was…squishy, even…

Andre pretended not to notice but made a mental note to have the maids spray
some Lysol in that exact spot later on.

And then clean the carpeting.

And then remove the carpeting.

And then replace the carpeting.

Andre, as one might notice should one properly focus one’s attention toward such
things, tended to be a bit…persnickety.  Particular.   Annoyingly anal.

Three and a half minutes later our dear Ezzie rested on her back and stared up at
the ceiling – the one with the “reproduction mural” (badly faked painting) of The
Triumph  Of  Galatea,  not the  one  with  the  “reproduction  mural”  (badly  faked
painting) of Epcot Center during a lightening storm – in shock.

In flabbergastment.  (No, it’s not a REAL word.  Much.) (But it tots should be.)

In…in…in something that was the opposite of satisfaction and/or joy.

Two of those previous minutes had been spent watching him remove his clothing.

She had  no idea that vampires could be so  fucking peculiar with their clothing
removal processes! Did they all have to rebutton their shirts after they took them
off?

Really?

And their trousers…did they really have to rezip and rebutton them, too, then fold
them per their crease marks??

Really?

By the time Andre had retied his shoelaces after he’d removed his shoes (but not
his socks…never his socks!), Ezzie had finally managed to shake out of her shock
and shimmy out of her dress and had one boob firmly in place. The other was still
jiggling somewhere behind her left shoulder, but no one said anything.



Then…then…what  she  would  call  in  later  years  The  Great  Disappointment
happened.

Andre, as it happened, or, well, didn’t, was a 2-Poke Bloke…

…a 2-Thrust Bust.

…a 2-Buck Chuck of the vampire variety.

His willie wasn’t wee but it wasn’t wacky and wonderful, either.

He didn’t blow his load so much as it leaked out with a vague splutter.

There was no whipping…no beating…no slime trails…no spanking or tying down
or hauling up or any other vaguely threatening-sounding prepositional phrasings
used.

He didn’t even bite her nipple off!

All that was great, splendid, actually, because who the fuck in their right mind
would want to be abused during sexual intercourse, but neither were there very
many thrusts, either.  She’d fully expected to be at least a little “pleasantly sore”
the next day, but the damn crack fic writer denied her even that!

There  were  few thrusts,  no  driving  force,  no  pistoning,  no  oddly  mechanical-
sounding adjectives or verbs to indicate plentiful and satisfactory hip movements
or mechanizations meant to sound sexually exciting?

There were no lingual  acrobatics,  no magical  auto-finding of  internal  (or,  hell,
external  either  for  that  matter)  pleasure  centers,  no  titillating,  no  references  to
odors/smells/scents/fragrances originating from bodily process…

Nothing.

Nada.

*hrumph*

When she heard what could only be described as  snoring to her side  (vampires
snore?), she and her boobs and her still-swiveling hips finally managed to writhe,



slide, glide, roll, and slither  out of the twin bed,  into her clothing, and  out the
door.

Those would now be her favorite prepositional phrases.

With great heaving sighs and groans of whatever groans are comprised of, Ezzie
enrolled in law school the next day and was neither seen nor heard from again.

*She  tried  to  complain  to  the  crack  fic  writer  about  the  less  than  sextastic
encounter with Andre but shut the hell up when the crack fic writer reminded her
that she – Ezzie – could always find herself working for minimum wage in an over-
crowded toddler daycare while enduring perma-PMS while supporting a shiftless
fuckoff of a user-boyfriend who was addicted to Cheetos, X-Box, and farting while
living in  a cramped apartment  near  someone who boiled  cabbage every other
evening for the rest of her life.  Yeah, she hushed up fast.*  #writerpower

After a nice, sweet, restorative nap, Andre rose from the bed, showered, showered
again, dried off, flexed his tight ass several hundred times while staring at his side-
ways body in the mirror and giggling when his cock “danced” from the motion of
flexing said tight ass (did I mention that his ass is tight?), dressed, and went back
to his real quarters with his real bed (XXX-California Double King, naturally) and
his real pillows (hypoallergic fiber-fill, naturally) and his real sheets (50,000-count
Abyssinian  cotton, naturally), etcetera, etcetera, and, yeah, more etcetera (cause
he’s rich, ya know, and kind of spoiled)…(just a little)… to curl up with his teddy
and have an early day while contemplating just  how ridiculously long this one
sentence really is.

And why, you might (or might not) ask would Andre, The Esteemed and Reviled
Master Torturer with The Really Tight Ass, want to have an early day?

He wanted to practice creating matching vases second thing tomorrow evening and
therefore he would need to get an early start!

Maker-Mommy would be so proud…

End Act 3

END ALL THE ACTS



SRSLY, THE END

If  you've  read  this  story  on  my  site  and  left  your  thoughts,  thank  you!
However, if  you've never visited my "fanfic and other" site  and this  story
appeals to you, feel free to drop by  addicted2godric.wordpress.com to hang
out and check out my other works.
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